TO: FACULTY of the DIVISION of SOCIAL SCIENCES

FROM: J. Patrick Gray, 2000-2001 Chair
       Executive Committee
       Division of Social Sciences

DATE: August 2001

SUBJECT: 2001-2002 Annual Report

In accordance with Chapter 3, Sections 3.07 and 3.15(2) and 6.12 of the UWM Policies and Procedures, I submit to you a report of the activities of the Executive Committee of the Division of Social Sciences.

MEMBERSHIP

2000-01 EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE - DIVISION OF SOCIAL SCIENCES

Associate  Donald Green  Sociology  2003
Associate  Marc Levine  History  2003
Professor  J. Patrick Gray  Anthropology  2002
Associate  Diane Reddy  Psychology  2002
Professor  Ronald Weber  Political Science  2002
Associate  Richard Marcus  Business Administration  2001
Professor  David Pritchard  Journalism/Mass Communication  2001

2000-01 ALTERNATE MEMBERS - DIVISION OF SOCIAL SCIENCES (5 year rule)

Associate  Judith Kenny  Geography  2005
Professor  Ehsan Soofi  Business Administration  2005
Professor  William Velez  Sociology  2005
Professor  Mike Allen  Communication  2004
Professor  M. Bahmani-Oskooee  Economics  2004
Professor  Marcus Ethridge  Political Science  2004
Professor  Philip Shashko  History  2003
Professor  William Washabaugh  Anthropology  2003
Associate  Susan Lima  Psychology  2002
Professor  Kathryn Dindia  Communication  2001

The Committee acknowledges its appreciation to the following past members for their service as alternate members during the 2000-01 academic year:

Mike Allen
M. Bahmani-Oskooee
Ehsan Soofi
William Velez
2001-02 EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE - DIVISION OF SOCIAL SCIENCES

Professor    Mike Allen    Communication    2004
Associate    Richard Marcus    Business Administration    2004
Associate    Donald Green    Sociology    2003
Associate    Marc Levine    History    2003
Professor    J. Patrick Gray    Anthropology    2002
Associate    Diane Reddy    Psychology    2002
Professor    Ronald Weber    Political Science    2002

2001-02 ALTERNATE MEMBERS - DIVISION OF SOCIAL SCIENCES (5 year rule)

Professor    David Pritchard    Journalism/Mass Communication    2006
Associate    Judith Kenny    Geography    2005
Professor    Ehsan Soofi    Business Administration    2005
Professor    William Velez    Sociology    2005
Professor    M. Bahmani-Oskooee    Economics    2004
Professor    Marcus Ethridge    Political Science    2004
Professor    Philip Shashko    History    2003
Professor    William Washabaugh    Anthropology    2003
Associate    Susan Lima    Psychology    2002

COMMITTEE ACTIVITIES, 2000-2001

The Committee met six (6) times in the contractual year.

      B. Set committee meeting schedule
      C. Approved changes to 2000-2001 criteria


6.    May 9, 2001    A. Discussed committee concerns and procedures with Ellen Murphy
      B. Discussed criteria for 2001-02.
      C. Discussed electronic publishing materials.
RECOMMENDATION of PERSONNEL CASES, 2000-2001

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Requests for PROMOTION to the rank of ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR with TENURE:

0 Positive recommendations forwarded
0 Negative recommendations forwarded
0 Personnel recommendations forwarded

Requests for APPOINTMENT to the rank of ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR with TENURE:

1 Positive recommendation forwarded
0 Negative recommendations forwarded
1 Personnel recommendation forwarded

SUBCOMMITTEE of FULL PROFESSORS

Requests for PROMOTION to the rank of FULL PROFESSOR:

3 Positive recommendations forwarded
0 Negative recommendation forwarded
3 Personnel recommendations forwarded

Requests for APPOINTMENT to the rank of FULL PROFESSOR with Tenure:

1 Positive recommendations forwarded
0 Negative recommendations forwarded
1 Personnel recommendations forwarded

TOTAL COMMITTEE PERSONNEL RECOMMENDATIONS:

Requests for PROMOTION/APPOINTMENT/TENURE to the ranks of ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR and FULL PROFESSOR:

5 Positive recommendations forwarded
0 Negative recommendations forwarded
5 Personnel recommendations forwarded